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Herbert Smith Freehills LLP have published an article in Butterworths
Journal of International Banking and Financial Law on intermediated
securities in a securities class action context.
The majority of investors in the UK hold their interests through an intermediated chain of
securities. The relationships between the investors in the chain are governed by the
contracts they have entered into, and the system is largely operated on a “no look through”
basis, meaning investors only have rights against their own counterparties. The Law
Commission has considered whether to reform the law in this area, in order to give greater
rights to ultimate investors. Any amendments to the current law may impact upon securities
class actions. If the law is reformed to provide additional protections to ultimate investors,
this could result in greater litigation risk for issuers, as well as an increased practical and
administrative burden. However, there may also be some beneﬁts to issuers from reform in
this area; if ultimate investors are easier to identify, this can provide clarity to the issuer in
relation to who might bring a claim against it, and enable the issuer to quantify any claims
which it is facing more readily.
In our article we examine: what intermediated securities are, the legal consequences of
holding intermediated securities, the Law Commission’s proposed reform of the existing law
on intermediated securities, the potential solutions proposed by the Law Commission to
reform the current law relating to intermediated securities, and the impact of the proposed
reforms upon listed issuers.
The article can be found here: Intermediated securities in a securities class action
context.
This article ﬁrst appeared in the April 2021 edition of JIBFL.
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LEGAL NOTICE
The contents of this publication are for reference purposes only and may not be current as at
the date of accessing this publication. They do not constitute legal advice and should not be
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